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SUBJECT:  Winter Interim Responses 
 
 In May, AAC reviewed a request to offer some type of coursework during the break 
between the fall and spring semesters.  AAC would like to move forward and asked that the 
MOCC, Registrars, and Financial Aid groups provide analysis on issues that may arise with 
this type of proposal.  These responses are included in Attachment I.  Dr. Shekleton’s response 
to workload is provided in Item 9.A. 
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RECOMMENDED ACTION 
 

 Discussion. 
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ATTACHMENT I 
Winter Interim  

Implementation Recommendations and Impacts from MOCC 
June 12, 2006 

 
MOCC Statement concerning the implementation of the Winter Interim: 
 
The MOCC adamantly opposes the implementation of a Winter Interim for academic credit and 
implores the AAC to take a firm stand to support and adhere to the agreed upon MOCC 
Business Days Analysis document.  The MOCC encourages the AAC to address and inform 
Winter Interim advocates of the background and the reasons for the need to have the requested 
number of days between Fall and Spring terms that allow for the administrative processing of 
student records.  We need the AAC to communicate to those not familiar with the 
administrative processes the need to operate within the constraints of the system.  Please refer 
to the MOCC Business Days Analysis document regarding the number of business days 
required that was approved by AAC and the BOR after nearly a year’s worth of effort and 
negotiations between the MOCC and AAC.  This also included changing the academic calendar 
up to the year 2015 to accommodate for the required processing time.  
 
The additional term creates workload issues for another registration and grading cycle.  If only 
one course were to be offered for academic credit, the whole system would be impacted 
because of the consolidated reporting processes that are in place.  The current processing 
schedule does not allow for errors, system breakdowns, hardware breakdowns or staff 
absences.  These issues are compounded by the fact that we have lost sufficient administrative 
processing time between Spring/Summer and Summer/Fall.  The main reason that these 
transition times are able to be processed is due to the low student enrollment numbers and the 
extreme efforts of staff working overtime to ensure correctness and completeness of the reports 
and follow up actions to correct financial aid payments.   
 
MOCC Recommendation: 
 
The MOCC recognizes that there is an extended period of time between Fall and Spring Terms 
and understands the intent of offering programs during this time frame.  In lieu of offering 
academic courses for credit, we would encourage the universities utilize workshops or other 
non-credit educational experiences for students during this period of time that provide a service 
but not impact the integrity of the Required Business Days, Athletic Eligibility and Financial 
Aid.  This would allow for continued educational experiences while minimizing the impact on 
the system. 
 
MOCC Concerns: 
 
The MOCC was asked to provide recommendations to implement a Winter Interim by the 
AAC per the below extract from the May 2006 AAC meeting:  
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Item 8.F Winter Interim 
Faculty and students have expressed an interest in offering some type of coursework during the 
break between fall and spring semester.  MOCC has also provided some comments to the 
proposal.  AAC would like to enable this request and has asked that the Registrars’ group, 
Financial Aid group, MOCC and Dr. Shekleton all be contacted to see how this could be done 
with the least amount of issues.  Any issues from these groups should be brought forward for 
further discussion. (i.e., which term would students be counted – spring or fall, financial aid, 
student record processing, academic calendar, etc.)   
 
The following Winter Interim implementation recommendations are submitted to the AAC for 
consideration.  In addition to the recommendations MOCC is also submitting concerns and 
impact ramifications for implementing a Winter Interim. 
 
Financial Aid Module Recommendations: 
 
In order to be eligible for federal financial aid, courses must fall within the start and end dates 
of the standard terms.  The Board of Regents currently has 3 standard terms - fall, spring, and 
summer - with definitive start and end dates.  A Winter Interim period would fall outside of 
those dates, thus making the courses ineligible for financial aid.   
  
In order to make the Winter Interim courses aid eligible, the Board of Regents would need to 
redefine the academic calendar so as to include the winter interim to be within either the fall or 
spring semester.  This adjustment may require a change to system processing dates including 
census dates, refund dates for withdrawals, fee payment due dates, system processing dates, 
etc.   
  
If the winter interim would be attached to fall semester and span the entire time between fall 
and spring semesters, this would not allow for sufficient time for the end of term processing 
such as grades, minimum progression calculation, changing of home location, etc. because that 
couldn't be done until the winter interim course grades were entered as well as fall course 
grades.  Financial aid could not be granted for interim students until minimum progression is 
completed and students enrolled in the interim that are on academic suspension at the end of 
fall would need to be readmitted on probation for spring.  If the Winter Interim would be 
included with the Spring Semester then fall grading could be completed and minimum 
progression, etc could be run. 
 

• Having the interim period identified as a mini-term within the spring reporting term 
may be one way to eliminate the courses from financial aid consideration.  We would 
continue to use 2007SP instead of 2007SR when selecting courses to include in 
calculations for eligibility, clearinghouse reporting, etc.  However, extensive testing 
and review of all FA processes would need to be done to ensure there are no instances 
when we would have to use 2007SR instead and that it is possible to pull reports and 
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run programs with either 2007SP or 2007SR, depending on which information we 
need.  In addition, there would have to be an easy way to pull just the winter interim 
courses (if they are within 2007SR, how would we know which ones are interim 
classes?) 

• As a further safeguard to ensure they are not inadvertently included in financial aid 
eligibility, it is recommended we use the coding scheme similar to nonstandard term 
based correspondence and internet courses (I believe it's in the delivery code?) to 
readily identify them as not aid eligible. 

• If 2007SR is used to include winter interim courses, I believe we would then want to 
use 2007SR when running satisfactory progress at the end of spring semester instead of 
2007SP.  At this point, we would want to include those courses in SAP status and grade 
progression.  Once again, extensive testing would need to be done before any 
implementation to ensure this doesn't cause problems. 

• If a student enrolls in a winter interim class and doesn't have the ability to pay, it would 
be at the discretion of the AR staff to determine if a deferment is warranted to allow the 
student to use their spring aid to pay for the course.  Keep in mind, the student would 
have to meet eligibility requirements for spring semester excluding the interim course 
(i.e. be at least half time, etc).  Aid would not be increased to include the interim 
course costs.  Also, the student would have to have a release form on file giving the 
school permission to apply current term aid against prior term charges. 

• Home location should never be changed based on winter interim courses so a method 
would have to be devised to identify those who are transferring for spring semester vs. 
those who simply went home for Christmas break and are taking a winter interim 
course at a campus close to home. 

• Processes that need to occur sequentially between terms will be slowed down due to 
having to spend time on students enrolling for winter interim.  Each module's work 
during the break affects the others. The only reason there appears to be enough 
calendar time to warrant a winter interim is because we needed the time for 
processing.  If we lose that time, it defeats the purpose of having it in the first place.  

  
Implementing a winter interim period that allows for students to take academic coursework 
would require a redefinition of the academic calendar to something similar to a 4-1-4 calendar.  
We assume changing the academic calendar to a different standard of measure may require 
approval of accrediting bodies as well as BOR approval. 
  
If the schools were to offer non-credit bearing, non-graded workshop type classes, we could 
continue to operate under the current calendar.  These types of instruction would have no 
bearing on academic status, academic progression, or financial aid eligibility.   
  
Registrars Module Recommendations: 
 
In order to support an added winter interim, the Registrars make these recommendations- 
 

• Dates for 2007 Winter Interim –  
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1. 1/2/07-1/12/07 (9 class days)   
• Attach to 2007SP term so Fall end of term processing is not interrupted 
• Recommend the courses offered are workshops or other non-credit educational 

experiences. 
• If courses are offered for academic credit, determine which term these credits are tied 

to so that the credits are reported in the correct terms.  May require notification on 
NAIA/NCAA to identify change of terms if this is not tied to the Fall/Spring/Summer 
terms.  Limit the number of credits to 3 – (A 3 credit class must meet 5 hours/day for 9 
days to meet BOR requirements.) 

• Ideally, registration would occur during early registration in November. 
 
The system and administrative processing must be done in a sequence and follow a set pattern.  
It takes longer to run report processes for a large central database than 6 smaller databases and 
the longer break between fall and spring terms was created to allow us to work with the system 
we have.  See the attached System Calendar Analysis of Business Days Required. 
 
http://www.sdbor.edu/administration/information_technology/groups/moc/documents/calendar
_business_days-needed_0814.pdf
 
A/R Module Recommendations: 

The Board of Regents may need to redefine the academic calendar, including winter interim to 
be included within either the fall or spring semester or as a stand-alone term.  Whether it is 
ultimately defined as a term or part of an existing term, the change would inevitably require all 
processing dates including census dates, refund dates for withdrawals, payment due dates and 
system processing dates to be reviewed and/or changed.  Eliminating (or even reducing) the 
sanctity of the processing days between any two terms creates massive cleanup effort to insure 
proper term payment allocation.  WebAdvisor (and SDePay by default) is turned on for the 
upcoming term at the point that BILL is done.  BILL is completed two to three weeks prior to 
the start of a term.  Any new registrations allowed during this time would require constant 
review and manual adjustment….during a period of time already defined as being at maximum 
time and resource capacity.  Multiple billing processes during that time would be required as 
the due date, as well as associated messages, would be different for winter interim vs. spring 
billings.  Regardless of the resolution from a financial aid perspective, refund processes would 
have to be reviewed especially if it became necessary to complete two processes rather than 
one during that compressed time period.   

Adequate processing time between semesters has been requested (and previously approved) to 
allow university offices adequate time to complete multiple system processes that involves all 
modules across all campuses.  Adding courses during this processing period defeats the 
purpose of this system processing time and would definitely impact accuracy and timeliness in 
providing the best possible customer service.  

We need to be sure that sufficient time is allowed for completion of the fall processes before 
any ‘interim’ courses are offered.  The Business Days Analysis that MOCC did previously 
reiterates the reasons for the fifteen business days.  
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ASCC Recommendation: 
 
The ASCC has been asked to submit their recommendations and concerns as well by separate 
correspondence to the AAC.  It should be noted that the MOCC and ASCC members have 
worked together on the development of their respective responses to the ACC to ensure 
cooperative, collaborative and supportive responses.  
 
Here is a summary of the ASCC discussion for MOCC or AAC – please contact me if you 
have any questions. 
 
It would be problematic to set up a unique stand-alone term for the interim, because our 
calendar then appears to be quarter instead of semester. It would also be problematic to include 
the interim courses in the preceding Fall term, because Fall end-of-term processing couldn’t 
proceed until all courses had ended. It would work best to include these courses as a mini-term 
within a Spring reporting term which also included the regular …SP term. The mini-term 
would need to run from the first day after Fall term ends to the last day before the regular 
Spring term starts. The reporting term would need to run from the start of the interim term to 
the end of the regular Spring term. The dates for the regular Spring term would not change. 
 
If we start using reporting term again for Spring, several things would need to be changed.   
 
1. After making the changes on RYAT & ACTM, all existing data for future Spring terms 
(sections, acad cred records, etc.) would need to be selected and the reporting term changed 
from 2007SP to 2007SR.   
2. The enrollment extract would have to be checked and modified to use reporting term, if 
necessary.   
3. The billing tables for tuition/fees would need to be reviewed.   
4. Other AR ramifications to be looked at would be the affect on payment terms for SDePay, 
content and timing of registration and AR statements and AR parameter screens.   
5. The FA group will have to determine the effect this has on the aid year setup, awards, 
packaging, parameter screens, etc. 
6. Residential life billing and assignment of rooms & meal plans would need to be reviewed.  
Residence accommodations for the interim term may need to be provided. 
7. System and University reports would need to be checked and possibly changed to use 
reporting term. 
8. Processes that use term as an input parameter would need to be reviewed to determine 
whether to use the regular Spring term or the spring reporting term (CLUP, RTSL, etc.) 
9. Faculty schedules and the affect on faculty workload would need to be reviewed. 
10. Timing and impact on home location assignment would need to be reviewed. 
11. The transcript would need to be tested to be sure academic history prints as expected. 
12. WebAdvisor forms and WA parameter screens would need to be reviewed. 
13. The impact on pre-registration and the assignment of registration priorities would need to 
be reviewed. 
Suzanne Preszler 
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